R-WW90II

SUBSTRATE MATERIAL

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Product code

Range
of nails
[mm]

Fixings
per
charging

Nail type

Dimensions

Weight

[mm]

[kg]

394x121,4x407

3.8

Gas
container
type

Magazine
capacity
[nail]

Battery
charging
time
[h]

GP6

60

0.5

Noise
level

Wood, structural timber, plywood,
OSB, particleboard

[dB]

R-WW90II

R-WW90II
Paper
collated
at 34º

8000

Gas for gas powered nailers

NEW STANDARD FOR POWER
AND PERFORMANCE.

Cleaning kit for gas actuated tools

R-RAWL-GP6

R-KIT-WW90/
SC40

Charger with power cord

Cleaning kit for the
SC40, SC40II, WW90CH
and WW90II gas
actuated tools

Battery pack

SP-WW90/
SC40II-CH

SP-WW90/
SC40II-AK

Quick charger
(30 min of charging
time)

Li-Ion batteries
2.5 Ah, 7.2 V

The WW90II 2nd generation gas powered cordless framing nailer for all wood to wood applications. Portable power with no cables or air hoses to restrict your movement, with a charging time
of only 30 minutes the 2.5Ah battery will drive 8000 nails on a single charge.

THE PACKAGE CONTAINS




R-WW90II gas powered nailer
2.5 Ah 7.2 V Li-Ion battery
Power adapter
Charger (30 min)

Operation manual
Safety goggles and hearing protectors
Suitcase

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

The tool has been designed with repetitive fixing in series in mind.
Fast repetitive nailing only 0.2 seconds per fix.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS

galvanized

Ring shank nails

R-DRG-V

Zinc plated ring
shank nails for
roofing, timber
frame houses and all
other wood to wood
applications.

bright

R-DRK-V

Bright ring shank
nails for roofing,
timber frame
houses and all other
wood to wood
applications.

Smooth nails

R-DPG-V

Smooth zinc-plated
nails intended for
construction of
roof structures,
framework houses
and prefabricated
wooden structures

R-DPK-V

Smooth paper collated
nails intended for
application in roofing
works, construction
of framework houses,
and similar building
applications.

1. Press and hold the tool against the substrate until the lock is released.
2. Wait a fraction of a second to let the gas and air create an ignitable mixture.
3. After a short while, pull the trigger to cause ignition of the mixture.
4. Pull the tool away from the fixture and take the finger off the trigger.
5. Skipping any of these steps will prevent you from performing another fixing.
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Gas for the R-WW90II
nailer providing
the best attainable
parameters and high
efficiency






„ GAS POWERED FRAMING NAILER.

94

Rawlplug

50-90

„

CORDLESS ALTERNATIVE TO THE MOST
POPULAR SOLUTIONS USED FOR FIXING
IN STRUCTURAL TIMBER.
Wide range of
wood to wood applications

R-WW90II

Quick, reliable
and efficient fixings
Modified tool design for easier
cleaning and maintenance, ensuring
reliability for years

INNOVATIVENESS

Increased power of 104J for all
applications, can easily drive 90mm ring
shank nails into the hardest timber

Guarantee of precision
and simplicity of
use thanks to the
efficient nailing depth
adjustment feature

The tool’s lithium-ion power pack not only provides high performance
from every battery, but also ensures low energy demand and
additional energy saving capabilities. The outcome is up to 8,000
fixings on a single battery.

MAXIMISED EFFICIENCY
Tool power increased to 104 J to ensure top efficiency of use in all
fundamental materials and in all applications.

MOBILITY AND EFFICIENCY
Cordless alternative for the most popular applications – no need for
power cables or compressed air hoses

IMPROVED DESIGN AND
ERGONOMICS
STRONGER & MORE EFFICIENT
Second generation tool with increased power for all applications, can easily drive 90mm ring
shank nails into the hardest timber. Improved lithium-ion battery pack for cord free working, the
2.5Ah battery will drive 8000 nails on a single charge

NEW ergonomically
designed grip position
for improved balance
and working comfort

Reducing losses
in material to a
minimum thanks
to protective
muzzle cap - safes
wood surface
before damages

YOUR WORK CAN BE COMFORTABLE
For greater convenience, the position of the tools handle has been changed, which has
improved the balance ofthe entire machine, and as a consequence significantly increased the
comfort of long-term work. In particular this one, the change will be appreciated by those
operators who carry out serial works, e.g. with full roofing formwork. Another advantage for
the user is a hook attached to the nailer, at which at any time you can hang the machine when
it's not in use.
The new machine design also means a complete change of the filter zone, and therefore
will improve the cleaning quality and as a result extend the life of the device. The new R-WW90
II fastener only requires standard periodic cleaning and inspection - ensuring this, you will get a
device reliable for years.

WORK SAFER, FASTER WITH MORE PRECISION
The larger combustion chamber offers increased power for a wider range of applications.
Easy depth adjustment ensures accurate driving. Nose protection cap to avoid marking the
timber surface.
www.rawlplug.co.uk

Lithium-Ion power
pack for improved
efficiency. Battery with
performance of 8,000
fixings and minimal 30
minutes charging time

Comfortable hook
allows to hang up nailers
on time breaks at work.

The tools’ new design and ergonomics ensure reduced fatigue and
excellent user experience, as well as easy nailing depth adjustment
without the need for any instruments, which provides unparalleled
handling precision.

WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS








Battens and counter battens
Roof boarding
Framework house structures
Facades and soffits
Formwork fixing
Terraces and arbours

